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1. INTRODUCTION 
The concept of fuzzy set was introduced by Zadeh [S] in 1965. This idea 
was used by Chang [ 11, who in 1968 defined fuzzy topological spaces, f.t.s., 
and by Lowen, who in 1974 defined fuzzy uniform spaces, f.u.s. More 
recently, Katsaras [2], in 1979, defined fuzzy proximities, f.p., on the base 
of the axioms suggested by EfremoviE. 
In this paper we prove that each Katsaras’s fuzzy proximity on a space X 
is induced by a usual proximity on X. In order to do so we prove that the 
function w is inverse to the function i, both of them introduced by 
Katsaras. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let X be a nonempty set and Z the unit interval. A fuzzy set is defined as 
an element of I”, I” being the family of all functions from X into Z. The 
operations of union ( v ) and intersection ( A ) of fuzzy sets are defined as 
usual. 
A fuzzy topology on X is a subset a of I” such that: 
(i) 0, 1 ECU. 
(ii) If~,pE~,then~ApE~. 
(iii) If pLi E c1 for each i E A, then supitA pi E ~1. 
A fuzzy closure operator on X is a map from I” into I” such that for all 
p, p in Z’ we have 
(1) PGP 
(2) j=p 
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(3) pvp=/Iivp 
(4) o=o. 
Given a closure operator on I‘, the collection 
is a fuzzy topology on X. 
We say that a binary relation 6 on I” is a fuzzy proximity on X if 6 
satisfies the following axioms: 
(FPl) p 6 p implies p 6 p 
(FP2) (p v p) 6 CJ iff /A 6 0 or p 6 CJ 
(FP3) p 6 p implies p # 0 and p # 0 
(FP4) ZA B p implies that there exists a y E Z’ such that ,u B y and 
Cl--Y)dP 
(FPS) p A p # 0 implies p 6 p. 
The pair (X, 6) is called a fuzzy proximity space [2]. 
In [2, 33 it is shown that if (X, 6) is a f.p.s. then it satisfies the following 
properties: 
(a) Themapp+j=l-sup{p~Z”/p~~}fromZ”intoZ”isafuzzy 
closure operator on P. 
lb) If P 6 P and IQ 2 P, pI b P, then IQ 6 pl. 
(c) pSp iff PLp. 
(d) If A = {x~X/p(x) #O} then ji =xA, xa being the characteristic 
function of A. 
3. RELATION BETWEEN PROXIMITIES AND FUZZY PROXIMITIES 
In [2] it was proved that if 6 is a proximity on X, then the binary 
relation 6, = i(S) on I” defined by: p 8i p iff there exist A and B, subsets of 
X, such that p d X,.#, p d XB, and A B B, is a fuzzy proximity. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let X be a set and P and [FD, denote the collection of 
all proximities and fuzzy proximities on X, respectively. We define a map w 
from P, into P as follows: for each CUE P,, o(6) =bZ, where 6, is the 
binary relation on X defined by: A6,B if xA 6 xB. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let (X, 6) be a jIp.s. Then the binary relation o(6) is a 
proximity on X. 
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Proof: Since the other axioms may be easily verified, we will show that 
6, satisfies the axiom (FP4) of the proximities. 
Assume that A, B are two subsets of X such that A 8, B. As xa B xe, 
there must be y E I” such that xA B y and (1 - y) B xe. Then jj B xA, 7 being 
the closure of y. Let E be a subset of X such that xE= 7 
(E= {XE X/y(x) ZO}). We have that xxlE6 1 - y and so xa B xE and 
xXIEB xB. It follows that A J2 E and X/E 8, B. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let (X, 6) be ajp.s. and (X, 4) a p.s. Then: 
(4 N(4) P iff swp 14 SuPP P 
(b) P 6 P Kfxsuppp 6 xsuppp. 
Proof: (a) It follows from the definition of the function i. 
(b) It is straightforward that if p 6 p then xsUppp 6 xsUppp. Besides, if 
x SUPP fl6 XSUPP P’ then ji 6 P, since xsUpp ,, 6 ,ii and xsUpp  d jj, and hence, p 6 p. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. (a) The map w is one-one. 
(b) ooi= 1,. 
Proof. (a) It follows from the definition of o and part (b) of Lemma 
3.1. 
(b) Let A, B be two subsets of X such that Ao(i(G)) B. By definition, 
this is to say that x,i(S) xs which, by Lemma 3.1 is equivalent to saying 
that supp x,,, 6 supp xB, i.e., A 6 B. 
4. RELATION BETWEEN CLUSTERS AND FUZZY CLUSTERS 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let 6 be a f.p. on a set X. A subset g of I” is called a 
b-cluster if the following conditions are satisfied: 
C,. Ifp,pE(rthenpbp. 
C*. If p 6 p for each p E G, then p E (T. 
C,. p v pea implies that either pEa or pea. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let (X, 6) be a jIp.s. Then: 
(1) Q-a,, (TV are &clusters on X with G, c u2, then 0, = u2. 
(2) Let g be a &cluster. Then 
(a) p1 ~~LE(T implies pl ~0, 
(b) O$a and 1 l g, 
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PROPOSITION 4.1. Let (X, 6) he a jIp.s. and CJ a b-cluster. Then p E o ff 
p E (T for each p E I” such that supp p = supp p. 
Proof. Sufficiency follows immediately. 
For necessity, let ,U E CJ. Then p 6 c1 for each GI E r~ and then, for each p E I” 
such that supp p = supp p we have that p 6 tl for each c( E IJ, and so, by C,, 
for each p E I’ such that supp p = supp p we have that p E CJ. 
Let @ and C, be the family of all clusters and fuzzy clusters on X, respec- 
tively. 
We define two maps i and w as follows: 
i:@-@, 
a--+i(a)= {/AEI-x/SUpp~EcJ} 
w: @p- @ 
CT ---+ o(cr) = {A c X/XA E CJ}. 
It follows easily that i(a) is a fuzzy cluster and that w(a) is a cluster on 
(X, i(6)) and (X, w(6)), respectively. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. (a) o is one-one. 
(b) woi= 1,. 
Proof: (a) Let G,, (TV be two fuzzy clusters on X such that 
o(o,)=w(~~). It suffices to prove that g1c02. Let pea,. ~<x~~,,~~Eo, 
and thus supp p E ~(0~) = ~(a,); hence, xsUppp E (TV and by Proposition 4.1, 
PEC2. 
(b) Trivial. 
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